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Obama seeks to loosen austerity
$4 trillion budget includes
taxes for rich but also areas
of potential compromise
By JONATHAN WEISMAN
and JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS
NEW YORK T I ME S

WASHINGTON — The $4 trillion
budget that President Barack Obama
released Monday is more utopian vision than pragmatic blueprint for his
final years in office, but buried in the
document are kernels of proposals
that could take root even with a hostile Republican Congress.

In his penultimate budget, Obama
proclaimed victory in the long climb
from deep recession and said the
time had come to loosen the strictures of austerity to invest in the nation’s future, laying out a plan likely
to shape the 2016 presidential contests. He relies on large tax increases, on corporations and the wealthy,
to finance efforts in education, infrastructure construction and workforce development that he says have
waited far too long.
“I want to work with Congress
to replace mindless austerity with
smart investments that strengthen
America,” the president declared on
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Funding for an extension of the
North Bay’s commuter rail line to
Larkspur was included Monday
in President Obama’s proposed $4
trillion budget, giving the Sonoma
Marin Area Rail Transit authority
a long-awaited source of capital to
complete the southern end of the
line.
The $20 million in proposed funding through the Federal Transit Authority’s Small Starts program plus

an additional $20 million regional
grant that was approved last year
would fully fund the 2.2-mile line
from San Rafael to the Larkspur ferry terminal, SMART officials said.
Obama’s budget plan now goes to
the Republican-controlled Congress,
where it will likely be altered before
coming back to the president’s desk.
“We feel very good that it is in
the president’s budget,” said Farhad Mansourian, SMART’s general
manager.
The proposed funding to complete
TURN TO SMART, PAGE A5

GOP
enters
fray on
vaccines

RP campus’ move to become second in CSU system to prohibit
tobacco, e-cigarettes met with confusion, applause

SSU bans smoking

Rand links immunizations
to mental disorders; Christie
says shots should be a choice
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ahna Yocom puffed on a cigarette
Monday outside the art department at Sonoma State University,
flicking ashes into a pond where ducks
paddled lazily about.
The setting offered the art student an
opportunity for introspection. However,
Yocom’s habit is at odds with the expanding restrictions that now curb smoking
in many public places, including university grounds.
SSU has become the second campus in
the California State University system
to ban smoking and related products,
including smokeless tobacco and e-cigarettes that vaporize nicotine and other
substances. The policy was announced
Friday by Dan Condron, vice president
for university affairs, in an email sent to
students, faculty and staff.
Yocom on Monday said she read the
email. But she lit up anyway in defiance
of the new rules.
“You should be able to smoke everywhere. But you should be conscientiousness of people around you,” she said.
Under the new policy, smoking is limited to campus parking lots through July 1.
After that date, smoking will be banned
entirely at SSU, including at off-campus
sites under university ownership or
control, and in vehicles owned, leased, or
rented by the university.

Above:
Chace Hart,
left, and Colton
Deck smoke
e-cigarettes
Monday in a
Sonoma State
parking lot in
Rohnert Park.
Left:
Students walk
past a sign
announcing
changes to the
smoking policy.

Several students on Monday applauded
the ban, saying it will relieve them of
the annoying smell and health-hazards
associated with second-hand smoke.
“I love it,” first-year student Alyssa
Stringfellow said. “I hate walking to class
and walking behind a trail of smoke. It’s
disgusting.”
Outside his on-campus suite, Joe Letosky described smoking as “gross” and
said the danger of second-hand smoke is
a “real thing.”
Prior to the ban, smoking was allowed
TURN TO SMOKING, PAGE A5

NO-SMOKING ZONES
Policy details: Smoking is limited to Sonoma
State parking lots through July 1. After that date,
smoking will be banned entirely, including at
off-campus sites under university control and in
SSU-owned vehicles. The ban does not include fines.
Around the nation: More than 1,500 colleges
and universities in the U.S. have smoke-free policies
on campus, including 27 in California. Santa Rosa
Junior College became smoke-free in 2009.
INSIDE: Sonoma moves closer to tightening
rules on tobacco-related retailers / B1

CAMBRIDGE, England —
Medical experts reacted with
alarm on Monday as two top contenders for the Republican presidential nomination appeared
to question whether child vaccinations should be mandatory
— injecting politics into an emotional issue that has taken on
new resonance
with a recent
outbreak
of
measles in the
United States.
First,
New
Jersey
Gov.
Chris Christie,
while visiting a
vaccine labora- Paul
tory during an Rand
overseas trip to
Republican
Britain, called
senator from
for “some meaKentucky
sure of choice”
on
whether
shots guarding against measles
and other diseases should be required for children.
Then, Sen. Rand Paul of Kentucky, an ophthalmologist who
is also readying a 2016 campaign,
said in two U.S. television interviews that he believes most vaccines should be voluntary, citing
“many tragic cases of walking,
talking normal children who
wound up with profound mental
disorders after vaccines.”
“The state doesn’t own your
children,” Paul said on CNBC,
praising vaccines for their
health benefits but insisting
that the government should not
mandate their use in most cases.
“Parents own the children. And
it is an issue of freedom and
public health.”
The vigorous outcry in response to the remarks underscored the sensitivity surrounding
the vaccination debate, particularly given a widening multistate
measles outbreak linked to a California theme park. Both Christie
and Paul are leading GOP candidates who are likely to exercise
significant influence over the direction of the 2016 primary race.
The comments also illustrated
persistent strains of skepticism
within both parties over vaccination requirements, fueled in
part by discredited claims of a
connection between childhood
shots and autism. Scientists
TURN TO VACCINES, PAGE A5
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TIME OF FLUX FOR SENATE WOMEN: Though

there is a record number of female lawmakers,
GOP takeover bumps them from key posts / A3
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